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Love
Bytes
Jennifer McKee
Kaimin Reporter
UM student finds romance 
on Internet.
She was a Net surfer, look­
ing for love in all the wrong 
modems.
Megs Rydell, a senior in ele­
mentary education, has 
sparked four relationships with 
men she met through the 
Internet since going on-line 
with her love almost a year 
ago.
“First, there was Larry,” she 
said.
On her first trip into the 
Netscape, Rydell accessed a 
service called “Romance 
Connection,’* through America 
On-Line, an Internet service.
“I asked to meet any men 
ages 18-25 and a someone with 
the user name ‘Bogus’ respond­
ed,” she said.
“Bogus” is actually Larry, a 
24-year-old senior at the 
University of Houston. On 
their first conversation, they 
corresponded for over two 
hours.
“Immediately, it was a really 
in-depth conversation,” she 
said. “Two days later, I received 
a package in the mail from him 
with pictures and a two-and-a- 
half page biography.”
For the rest of the semester, 
the two exchanged e-mail mes­
sages two or three times a day.
Search for UM student 
continues into day five
Justin Grigg
Kaimin Reporter
Rescue crews cleared more snow and 
ice in the search for the body of Ryan 
Cross Tuesday, but had no luck in the 
fourth day of the search.
For the second time, a rescue dog was 
brought in, but was unable to pick up a 
scent
A Search and Rescue diver scoured 
the bottom of the channel for about 20 
minutes, but was also unable to locate 
any sign of the body, said Sgt. Dave Ball, 
who is coordinati ng the sheriffs depart­
ment’s efforts.
Ball said he believes the body is still 
in the channel on the south side of 
Jacob’s Island and has not been swept 
out into the main portion of the Clark 
Fork River.
“It would really be hard for a body to 
make it through that slush,” he said.
Workers set up four water pumps to 
move water from the channel to the 
river at a rate of more than 1,000 gal­
lons per minute. By mid-afternoon the 
pond was reduced to a small stream 
running down the center of the rescue 
site, but still no body was found.
Crews began digging and blasting the 
ice with dynamite again, but gave up
Meghan “Megs" Rydell, a senior in education, says internet romances have their advantages. “It's great because it's on your own time - you can 
log on whenever you want," she said.
After corresponding several 
times a week throughout the 
summer, the relationship wilt­
ed. But Rydell’s romance with- 
the Internet had just begun.
At the beginning of last 
semester, she left her name on 
another electronic romance 
“room” on the Internet. That 
message yielded two more Net 
romances, Rob from Sun Valley, 
Idaho, and Nick from New York 
state.
“With Rob, it was immedi­
ate,” Rydell said. “We had an
in-depth conversation that did­
n’t even touch the general”
A week later, he sent her 
flowers.
But as that romance sim­
mered into friendship, Rydell’s 
modem was heating up again. 
This time it was with Carlos, a 
24-year-old student from New 
Mexico.
“Rob was the only one that I 
thought was too good to be 
true,” she said. “He is very 
thoughtful and generous with 
compliments, almost too gener­
ous. When he asked me if I 
wanted to go a step further, I 
said ‘no.*”
While Rydell acknowledges 
that not everyone with an e- 
mail account is a safe bet, she 
says she never feared getting 
too close.
“For some reason, I always 
feel safe,” she said. “With e- 
mail you can tell someone any­
thing you want and it won’t 
matter because you’ll probably 
never meet them.”
But while the distance
after sundown.
Ball said with all the snow and 
embankment material being removed 
from the site the banks of the channel 
have become unstable and recommends 
people stay away from them.
Cross drowned Saturday morning 
when he and a female friend were walk­
ing on the ice by Jacob’s Island.
Cross asked his companion if she 
wanted to go swimming, but she 
declined, said Detective Gregg 
Willoughby of the Missoula Police 
Department.
According to the woman’s account, 
Cross went to the center of the ice and 
stepped into what appeared to be a shal­
low hole with water running through it.
What he didn’t know, Willoughby 
said, was underneath the layer of ice he 
was standing on was another 7 to 10 
feet of water.
Willoughby said it is unknown 
whether Cross fell or jumped in, but the 
woman “thinks he may have dove.”
After looking and listening for any 
sign of Cross, the woman walked a cou­
ple of blocks to her house and called 
authorities.
Cross, a UM sophomore, was a dis­
tance runner for the track and cross 
country teams.
Students stuck in residence
Sonja Lee
Kaimin Reporter
Signing a required contract to live in 
Aber Hall at the start of the semester 
didn’t seem like a big deal to Steve 
Fekety, a sophomore in business. But 
once he found a place off campus and 
tried to move in, he found out this con­
tract could leave him little choice but to 
drop out of school.
Fekety, sophomore Keith Fichtner, and 
another sophomore each paid a $200 
deposit and signed a lease for an off-cam­
pus duplex last week and were ready to 
move in March. But that’s when they 
learned they might not be able to get out 
of the agreement they signed to live in 
the dorm for the rest of the semester.
After signing the duplex lease, the trio 
wrote letters to Residence Life Director 
Ron Brunell, explaining their situation 
and asking him to let them out of Aber. 
Brunell denied their request, however, 
and unless they can find another way out 
of the dorms they could be obligated to 
pay rent for both the dorm and the 
duplex.
And Fekety said if it comes down to 
this he might just drop out of school to 
get out of the dorm contract.
Brunell said students must meet cer­
tain criteria to get out of the dorms, 
including-pregnancy, marriage, mental 
health reasons, medical problems, dis­
removes some barriers from 
communications, for Rydell it 
adds others.
“Most of my relationships 
can’t develop into full-blown 
romance,” Rydell said. “They’re 
more than a friendship but one 
layer below boyfriend-girl- 
friend. There’s an utter lack of 
intimacy.”
For now, Rydell isn’t sure 
where her Internet relation­
ships will lead her.
“Anything could happen,” 
she said.
abilities or a few other rare'situations. 
Students can also move out if they plan to 
live with a direct relative.
“I try to be objective and take all 
things into consideration,” he said..
“I understand students wanting to 
move by preference, but that’s just not 
criteria,” Brunell said.
Brunell said if he allowed more stu­
dents to break their contracts, students 
that remain living in residence halls 
would end up paying higher prices.
Nearly 20 students have requested 
permission to leave residence life in the 
past two weeks, which is about average 
he said. He said by the fourth week of 
classes fewer students will be asking to 
leave.
Brunell said he is more likely to allow 
a student to break the contract in the fall, 
so students who are living in overflow 
housing can move into those rooms.
“So in the spring, I get a lot of people 
saying, ‘boy, you’re being a hard-nose 
about this,”’ Brunell said.
But next year, Brunell said, when 
Miller hall opens up, 206 more beds will 
be available, which should eliminate the 
overflow problem and any inconsistency 
between semesters.
Students who are granted the right to 
leave must pay a $50 cancellation fee and 
receive a refund based on how many days 
they lived in the room.
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Opinion
Montana Kaimin provides 
balanced sports coverage
Spring training for the University of Montana football 
team is only a couple of months away. The team is currently 
practicing winter drills.
Nathan Dolan, a potential starter for next year’s team, will 
not be among the athletes on the training field. The wide 
reciever who caught his first and only touchdown pass of last 
season at the Stephen F. Austin semi-
_ final game has been suspended from play 
by the NCAA after failing a random drug 
Koimin test. The test was given after the
editoriaI Grizzlies won the Division I-AA champi­
onship in December.
................. The University of Montana and the 
NCAA are obligated for privacy reasons 
not to release the name of the player who tested positive for a 
banned substance.
The Montana Kaimin respects the privacy rules that the 
university and the NCAA observe, but was able to confirm the 
name of the suspended football player through several 
sources on the Grizzly team.
After considering the available options, the Kaimin chose 
to come forward with the player’s name.
The Kaimin Editorial Board wishes to acknowledge the 
controversial nature of revealing the student’s name and 
explain the reasons behind our decision.
Football players assume public lives by the nature of their 
craft. Unlike scholars who receive UM scholarships and fade 
into the academic milieu, players on university team sports 
are included in daily news coverage. Key players are often 
subject to heightened scrutiny. Kaimin readers expect stories 
about who scored the winning touchdown or a compelling fea­
ture about an especially noteworthy player. The players them­
selves become celebrities to the Griz fans.
The UM football fans who followed the 1995 Grizzly team 
into the pages of history are a loyal bunch. They know the 
team members by first name, can recite each player’s stats 
and identify with each player’s personality. They watched 
every game, cheered for victory and wept with joy when the 
team’s goals were realized. The fans have also projected who 
will make up next year’s crew and are already looking for­
ward to the starting lineup, except this time it would be to see 
who is missing.
Coaches and staff would eventually have had to answer <2 
questions about the mysterious disappearance of Dolan. UM 
Grizzly football fans would not allow a key player to silently. 
move out of the spotlight, nor will the Montana Kaimin.
The Kaimin followed the Grizzlies to West Virginia and 
documented their victory. The paper also covered the firing of’ 
two student football coaches last semester who were, dis­
missed from their jobs for smoking marijuana ih their dorm \ 
room. As much as the editorial board would like to overlook 
the mistakes people make, we feel it is important to give our.< 
readers a view of both sides — Lorie Hutson
triumph and tragedy.
Montana Kaimin
What first, love or marriage?
The Montana Kaimin, in its 98th 
year, is published by the students 
of The University of Montana, 
Missoula. The. UM School of 
Journalism uses the Montana 
Kaimin for practice courses but 
assumes no control over policy or 
content.
Editorial Board members
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News Editors Matt Ochsner, 
Becky Shay, Molly Wood
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Sports Editor...... Thomas Mullen
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group consensus with heavy 
doses of the writer's own opinion.. 
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O’Sullivan
Copy Editors.......Jennifer Brown, 
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Danielle Smith
Production Manager. April Jones 
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Millhouse, Danielle Smith 
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Office Manager........... Vicki Warp
Office Assistant......Dawn Hayes
Reporters...Karen Chavez, Erica 
Curless. Justin Grigg, Kathie 
Hayton, Jason Kozleski, Erin 
Juntunen, Sonja Lee, * 
Kimberly ! Robinson, Morgan  ̂£ 
Sturges
Sports Writers..........Anna Maria
Della Costa, Brian Crosby ; -
Arts Writer............. Zach Dundas -
Photographers..... Jordan Larue,
Stuart Thurlkill, Ahn Williamson v 
Columnists...Jason Vaupel, Matt 
Venendaal ....... . .,
Business office phone 
(406) 243-6541 
Newsroom phone 
(406)243-4310 
Kaimin On-line 
http://www.umt.edu./kaimin 
LETTERS POLICY: Letters should be 
no more than 300 words, typed and 
double-spaced. Writers are limited to 
two letters per month. Letters should 
be mailed, or preferably brought, -to 
the Kaimin office in room 206 of the 
Journalism Building with a valid ID 
for verification. E-mail may be sent 
to editor@selway.umt.edu Letters
must include signature (name in the 
case of E-mail), valid mailing 
address, telephone number and stu­
dent’s year and major, if applicable. 
All letters are subject to editing for
clarity and brevity. Longer pieces 
may be submitted as guest columns.
“Love is a Western con­
cept,” quipped my friend from 
India. “And you Americans 
are obsessed with it.”
“It’s4ha* theme of most of 
yourpopular songs,” he said,” 
especially Country and 
Western, where there is a 
prevalence of unrequited 
affection.”;
He observes that;we feel 
incomplete if we’re not 
involved in a relationship. He 
listens to conversations in 
which people discuss their 
past, present and future dates 
and he admits being a little 
embarrassed about the rather 
public announcements refer­
encing personal details of 
their encounters. He says he’s 
mildly shocked that his con­
temporaries —young adults— 
have had Sb many “love” rela­
tionships by the time they set­
tle with one person. He’s 
known older adults who he 
said, abandoned their families 
and careers for love. But he 
thinks we’re bereft of our 
cherished goal. Our high 
divorce rate proves to him 
that we’re going about love 
the wrong way.
“This is where love begins 
in my country,” he said, as he * 
opened the matrimonial sec­
tion in the Sunday edition, of
Letters to the Editor
Get over it
: Editor '
' Jerry Garica and Kurt 
Cobain are dead. These so- 
called heroes of the 
grunge/hippy/lost youth faction 
of society are now history. Get 
over it!! These role models of 
10temative society did them­
selves in with excessive abuse of 
dangerous drugs. Good rid­
dance! I have a fqw more things 
to convey to the devoted mem- 
bers of this^alternative society... 
First off ih'Missoula in this day 
.and .age 'it’s much more alterna­
tive to be Well-dressed, bathed, 
andcfean-shaVen than to look 
and act like the dregs walking 
_around this campus everyday. . 
/Clean yourselves up! I can 
understand and even tolerate 
the hippies of the ‘60s because 
-they actually made a statement 
and stood for something: peace.
The junky ‘hippies’ of the .‘90s ; 
can barely stand. So, put away 
the bongos, shave the beard and 
; dreds, put out the incense, and 
bathe. Thank you and have a 
nice day.
Alex: L. Brown 
■Sophomore,'Journalism
The Problem is 
With...?
Editor,.
In Waco, Texas, during the 
standoff with David Koresh, 
Koresh was holding women and 
children hostage with manipu­
lation and quite a major arse­
nal../ ’
As .Drew Wilson, Noah
Times of India, New Delhi. 
There were hundreds of per­
sonal ads requesting mates. 
The ads were placed by par­
ents seeking suitable matches 
for their children and they
Column by
Jackie
Cohen
delineated educational 
achievements, ages and fami­
ly backgrounds.
“You’re talking about 
matchmaking,” I said, “not 
love.”
“One begets the other," he 
said.
“You chant'a childhood­
rhyme,” he said, that goes: “Sq 
and so, sitting in a tree, k-i-s- 
s-i-n-g. First comes love, then 
comes marriage..... In my 
country it’s the other way 
around.”
“We have a more practical 
approach,” he explained. “We 
seek similar backgrounds and 
interests, compatible family 
situations, common goals. We 
meet, our families meet and 
the couple spends time alone 
getting to know one another.
Jenkins and I stood on the bank 
of the ditch and watched the 
search for Ryan Cross ,on 
Monday afternoon, I too couldn’t 
help to wonder what was on the 
minds of some of the onlookers. 
But, as I looked around, I saw 
UM football players, teachers, 
friends, fellow students, Athletic 
Department personnel and even 
his fellow track members. It was 
also pointed out to me by one of 
his teammates that about 10 
feet away stood Ryan’s father 
and brother.
I believe that the vast majori­
ty of onlookers are sympathetic 
to what happened and just hope 
that Ryan can be found and put 
to rest in peace. They are there ’ 
to show their support and sym­
pathy. Fm sure that if any of us 
could help in the search in any 
way we would jump right in. 
Hell, if it made any difference, I 
would have been in that water 
looking for him too. I think for 
y ou to suggest that all of us 
were there just to see what they 
were going to pull out of the 
water is absolutely perverted. 
People were there to show they 
care. So to answer your ques­
tion, I think most of us do real­
ize what we are looking at. We 
are just'dealing with it differ­
ently than you are. It is a terri­
ble tragedy and I don’t believe 
that people would consider this 
something to do just to go waste 
some time. I extend all of my 
wishes and sympathy to the 
Cross family and I sincerely 
wish them the best.
...So the problem is... maybe 
you should find something dif­
ferent to complain about, like all 
If we like each other and have 
no serious objections, a wed­
ding is planned.”
I was still dissatisfied with 
this recipe for everlasting, 
satisfying love.
He clarified, “Our relation­
ships are built on similar 
goals, respect for each other, 
mutual support and compro­
mise. We learn to care for and 
about each other. Affection 
develops and love evolves.”
I took a look at our paper’s 
personal ads where most peo­
ple sought partners foi’ long 
walks, candlelight dinners 
and musical tastes.'Not exact­
ly a prescription for lifelong 
liaisons. And the personals 
produce better choices than 
the old bar scene. But I won­
dered if the paths we search 
down lover’s lane are destined 
for dead ends. It looks like we 
seek romance on the run, or 
infatuation interludes. Even 
cyberspace chat rooms, where 
participants share thoughts 
and desires before they meet, 
don’t seem to produce the i 
effective results of the time- 
honored Indian tradition.
Similar goals, respect for 
each other, mutual support, 
caring and compromise. 
Could this be love? Happy 
Valentine’s Day.
and clutter 
everything 
up in the fall 
before that 
damn snow 
falls and 
wreaks havoc 
and gets in the 
way of our lives, dada, dada, 
dada, dada!! This isn’t Waco, 
Texas!
Scott Stiegler 
concerned bystander 
junior, Pre-Ed
Soda Seller 
Protests Spectators
Editor,,
In response to the February 
13th article “Onlookers don’t"' 
impede search” where it was 
stated that “two individuals 
showed up trying to sell soda to 
bystanders,” I would like to clar­
ify that we were not trying to 
sell soda. If Detective Gregg 
Willoughby had asked why I 
was .there, I would have told 
him I was protesting the specta­
tor aspect nf the search for Ryan 
Cross. I was not selling soda!
I realize that my motive was 
not altogether clear to some peo­
ple. My motive was to show 
people the lack of respect that 
they were showing toward 
Ryan, his family and his friends. 
I was giving away soda along 
with comments concerning my 
thoughts about their participa­
tion in watching the search.
I apologize if some got the 
wrong impression of my efforts 
to display my concern.
Noah Jenkins 
junior, Liberal Studies
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UM students remember Ryan Cross as 
dedicated runner, friend and free-thinker
Photo courtesy of Todd Goodrich
Story by Justin Grigg 
Photos by Ann Williamson
R
yan Cross will always be 
remembered as a friendly, 
hard-working, focused and 
free-spirited person by his track and 
cross country teammates.
Kevin Kneeshaw, a junior in 
wildlife biology and distance runner, 
knew Cross since high school.
“Running was an art for Ryan,” he 
said. “We could just see it in him.”
Kneeshaw said Cross never let any­
thing come between him and his love 
of running. Not even time of day or 
the weather kept him from going out, 
he said.
“If he felt like running he’d go,” 
Kneeshaw said.
Freshman distance runner Jesse 
Zentz said Cross’ attitude around oth­
ers was so uplifting it could bring a 
person out of the blues.
“Ryan always had a way to get me 
to smile and still does,” he said. “If I 
was having a bad workout he always 
made it better for me.”
Dave Macaluso, a senior who com­
petes in the decathlon, didn’t know 
Cross personally but saw him as a 
dedicated worker even though he 
seemed quiet at times.
“He was just there to do the job and 
do it well,” he said.
Quiet or not, freshman distance 
runner Summer Nelson saw him as a 
te m player.
“He always talked about running,” 
she said. “He wanted to do it for him­
self, but he also wanted to do it for the 
team.” 
Brendan Shanahan agrees.
“Ryan didn’t only dance to the beat 
of a different drummer, he danced and
beat his own drum and he enjoyed 
and encouraged others to dance with 
him,” he said. “I have the honor and 
privilege to say that I danced with 
Ryan and those who knew him will
miss his song.’
C
ameron Hardy, a senior in 
journalism and a distance 
runner, believed Cross’
lifestyle was hard to understand at 
times because he always wanted to try 
new things. Hardy said that although 
Cross often didn’t think about the con­
sequences of his actions “it was an 
exciting way to live.”
Cross first enrolled and ran track 
at UM in 1993, then transferred to 
Clark Community College in 
Washington. He returned to Missoula 
last fall.
“RUNNING WAS AN ART for 
Ryan,” said UM distance runner 
Kevin Kneeshaw. “We could just see 
it in him.”
MIKE RAMOS, assistant track and 
cross country coach, waits as 
Search and Rescue teams dig 
through the ice with a backhoe.
TRACK TEAM MEMBERS Jesse 
Zentz, Donovan Shanahan, John 
O’Leary and Kevin Kneeshaw gath­
er near the footbridge as workers 
search for the body of former team­
mate Ryan Cross.
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Are you looking for love in all the 
wrong places?
Ask us where we found it!
Faculty Staff Christian Fellowship
Any faculty or staff interested in coming 
to the fellowship, contact:
John Engels.......... ..... UCF • 542-0353
Carlene Esquibel............. info. Tech • 243-5357
Karen Gass....................... Education* 243-5852
Cheryl Hirstein............... Computer Science • 243-2812
Craig Johnston...............Pharmacy • 243-5061
Debra Kendall................. Forestry • 243-6311
Brian Lee .......................IVCF • 251-6263
Nenette Loftsgaarden .. Math Sciences • 243-2604 
Timothy Manuel.............Accounting & Finance • 243-2511
Raneid Patrick.................Biological Sciences • 243-4582
Vicki Pengelly.................Info. Sciences • 243-2405
Lloyd. Phillips.................Facilities Services • 243-2161
Annie Pontrelli...............Univ. Communications • 243-2488
Dennis Reschke.............. Health Sciences • 243-2873
Angela Stansen...............Facilities Services • 243-2161
Darris Stouffer.................Campus Crusade* 721-4186
Neal Wiegert................... Print shop • 243-4674
Meetings at noon, first & third Wednesdays, UC Montana Rooms, bring your own lunch
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Efforts in B.C. fade, logging protestors set sights elsewhere
Mark Albrecht
Kazmin Reporter
Protestors have taken their 
cam paign against cl ear-cutting 
in British Columbia to places 
around the world, including 
UM, because their efforts sizzled 
out in that province, industry 
representatives said Monday.
“B.C.’s forestry war is over,” 
said Fred Lowenberger, the 
Senior vice president of forestry 
and land use at Interior, the 
fifth largest logging company in 
the Canadian province of 3.7 
million people.
Dan Johnson, a local Native 
Forest Network representative, 
disagreed.
“The environmental move­
ment hasn’t died in B.C.,” 
Johnson said. “In Clayoquot 
Sound (along the west coast of 
Vancouver Island) it’s just as 
strong as it’s ever been.”
The Native Forest Network 
in Missoula is one group helping 
the movement. It put on the 
multi-media presentation, 
“Rooted in Salmon,” at UM 
Tuesday.
The group plans to continue 
its campaign to inform people 
about clear-cut logging along the 
coast of British Columbia.
Meanwhile, Lowenberger 
said that environmentalists are 
no longer needed, because he 
said the current government is 
environment-friendly.
The government changed its 
ways after it passed the Forest 
Practices Code of British 
Columbia Act in 1994, making 
the province a world leader in 
forest resource management, 
according to a government 
study.
The act enforces the following 
guidelines before an area can be 
logged: public input, biodiversi­
ty, visually sensitive landscapes, 
old growth preservation, soil 
conservation, water quality and 
First Nations’ consultation, 
which gathers comments from 
Canadian Indians.
“The sting is out of the move­
ment in B.C.,” Lowenberger 
said.
But the province still allows 
clear-cuts of up to 99 acres in 
regions that are considered tem- 
perate rain forests. Federal law 
in the U.S. limits clear-cuts to 
40 acres, in federal forests, but 
most land in the U.S. is private­
ly owned. About 94 percent of 
land in British Columbia is gov­
ernment owned.
Lowenberger said that the 
average size of a clear-cut is 
actually about 50 acres, and the 
overall timber harvest has 
dropped 15 percent since 1992. 
Which has impacted the 
province’s 235,000 timber indus­
tryjobs.
Statistics Canada, the coun­
try’s statistics bureau, reported 
that the province has 9.4 per­
cent unemployment.
At Clayoquot Sound the pro­
jected timber harvest for 1996 is 
5 million cubic feet while the 
actual harvest for 1995 was 
about 11 million cubic feet.
The 642,500-acre sweep of 
1,000-year-old trees at 
Clayoquot Sound first captured 
world attention in 1993 when 
the government opened two- 
thirds of it to logging. More than 
800 people were arrested for 
blocking logging crews. Robert 
Kennedy Jr. helped lead the 
effort to save the forest.
Their efforts have even 
impacted smaller companies. 
Tim McCooey, who owns a 
sawmill about 30 miles from 
Victoria, said that he could 
employ 10 people but only 
employs one person, because 
timber has become scarce.
“You got to get the emotion 
out of the clear-cutting debate 
and realize timber is a 
resource,” McCooey said. “They 
get some dramatic pictures out 
of D.C. Now, even the worst of 
our companies are doing a good 
job of cleaning up sites.”
B.C. native urges forest protection
As a mother of three chil­
dren Mary Vickers, a native of 
Bella Bella, British Columbia 
hopes someday her kids will 
see the ancient-temperate rain 
forests which surround her vil­
lage.
Unless clear-cut logging can 
be stopped around Bella Bella 
that dream will vanish, said 
Vickers.
Vickers said British 
Columbia’s government report 
on logging is rhetoric. In that 
report, the government said the 
Forestry Ministry consults 
natives before it allows clear­
cuts.
K Elected councils for the 
tribes may be contacted, but 
the ministry dictates logging 
plans rather than asking them 
for input, Vickers said.
Vickers, a member of the 
Heiltsuk nation, spoke at UM 
Tuesday night to about 40 peo­
ple. Her speech was part of the 
multi-media presentation by 
the Native Forest Network.
The presentation included a 
slide show, with pictures of 
British Columbia’s virgin 
forests and what are referred to 
as “nuked areas.” Nuked areas 
are entire mountain sides 
which were clear-cut.
But industry representa­
tives in the province argued 
most of those pictures were 
taken from cuts which were 
done 20-30 years ago.
Native Forest Network rep­
resentatives disagreed. 
“People in silk suits sitting in 
big fancy offices in downtown 
Victoria don’t see the areas 
they cut,” Vickers said. “What 
are the logging executives 
going to tell their children? I 
tell my children take a good 
look, you’ll never see it again.”
West named as head 
of Mansfield Center
Dan Bensman
Kazmz’n Reporter ~
The new title means a lot to 
Phil West even if it doesn’t 
change his job much.
West, who had served as act­
ing director of the Maureen and 
Mike Mansfield Center since 
Martin Weinstein’s dismissal in 
May 1993, was named perma­
nent director of the Mansfield 
Center in late January.
The Mansfield Center was 
created to study ethics in public 
affairs and modem Asian issues. 
West believes that faculty and 
student confusion about the pur­
pose of the Mansfield Center 
stems from a misunderstanding 
of the Mansfield Center’s mis­
sion.
“The problem, in my mind, is 
that the two program themes 
have been defined as pparate 
pillars. Scholars who work with — 
Asia, and Asian people them­
selves, are just as concerned 
with questions of ethics as peo­
ple in the west. So the separa­
tion, to me, seems a little bit 
forced,” said West.
West believes his job is to 
continue the work started by 
former ambassador Mike 
Mansfield.
“Very clearly, the mission of 
the center is to cany out the 
legacies that represent the life 
and the work of Mike 
Mansfield,” West said.
Before coming to UM, West 
was a professor of Chinese histo­
ry at Indiana University. He 
was attracted to UM by the flex­
ible structure of the Mansfield 
Center which was created in 
1984 by an endowment from 
Burlington Northern.
Students 
face drug 
charges 
Justin Grigg
Kazmzn Reporter
Three UM students 
appeared in Municipal Court 
Tuesday on charges of drug 
and paraphernalia possession.
Peter Hoffer, 20, Charles 
Phillips, 21, and Nathan 
Culver, 19, appeared in front of 
Judge Donald Louden for pos­
session of marijuana and 
pipes.
The three were cited Feb;11 
for smoking marijuana in an 
Aber Hall dorm room after 
University Police received a 
phone tip.
None of the men entered 
pleas. They have until Feb. 16 
to do so.
HEY! DON'T JUST LOOK AT IT.
TAKE ONE!!
This is a CLUBFOOT® Sandwich.
They're set unique, they've been 
granted Federal Trademark 
Protection.
They taste so good they're addictive.
They are available in thousands 
of different combinations.
This coupon is good for $1.00 OFF 
of one AT REGULAR PRICE.
i
i
i
i 
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“S" STAGGERING OXj
Please Join Us in Celebrating the 103rd 
^Birthday of The University of Montana^
THURSDAY, 
FEBRUARY 15, 1996 
Music Recital Hall
sckerj3:00 p.m. Awards Ceremony
I 7:30 p.m. Lecture by Herbert A. Becker
Avoid Music Mistakes 
Listen Before You Buy 
Like it before you decide to buy it.
We also give cash or store credit for CDs.
New Location
Between Osco’s and
Albertsons 
Open Every day 
543-4792
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Pornography in UM 
labs not monitored
Concerning U Valentine's Day
Jennifer McKee
Kaimin Reporter
University officials will not 
monitor Internet transmissions 
on campus to help federal 
agents pursue possible illegal 
pornographers who could oper­
ate out of UM computer labs, 
UM legal counsel said Tuesday.
David Aronofosky, legal 
counsel for UM, said the uni­
versity is not obligated to con­
trol the flow of Internet pornog­
raphy through UM phone lines, 
even if the transmissions vio­
late the federal laws laid out in 
the groundbreaking 
Telecommunications Act, the 
first federal law to limit porno­
graphic Internet transmissions.
“It’s not our responsibility to 
police lab users,” Aronofosky 
said, “but users should be sen­
sitive to the fact that if they 
break the law they can go to 
jail.” -
According to the 
Telecommunications Act, which 
President Clinton signed 
Thursday, anyone who know­
ingly transmits pornographic 
materials through the Internet 
over state lines to a minor faces 
up to two years in a federal 
prison, a $50,000 fine, or both.
Tracking illegal Internet 
pornographers will be difficult 
given the anonymous nature of 
the Internet and the impossibil­
ity of verifying an age through 
e-mail, said an FBI agent who 
could not release his name. 
Further complicating investiga­
tions, the agent had not yet 
increaseMSU sees 
in spring enrollment
BOZEMAN (AP) — The 
number of students enrolled 
at Montana State University 
for the spring semester was 
higher than expected, accord­
ing to preliminary enrollment 
figures.
The number of registered, 
bill-paying students was 
10,800 for the spring semes­
ter, an increase of 400 stu­
dents over spring semester 
last year.
read the law and could not 
name any other agent who had.
Many parts of the bill are 
unclear, according to the FBI 
agent and an aide to Rep. Pat 
Williams, who voted against 
thq bill. For example, the Act 
prohibits pornographic trans­
missions through an Internet 
server like CompuServe but 
doesn’t specifically mention 
pornography transmitted 
through private electronic mail 
accounts, which might now be a 
federal offense according to 
Williams’ aide.
Even if local FBI agents did 
understand the law, minors can 
easily lie about their ages to 
access pornography, making 
enforcement almost impossible 
said Mike Wakkinen, a 
Computer and Information 
staff member who also operates 
his own electronic billboard on 
the Internet.
“There are parental systems 
you can buy to limit the flow of 
pornography to your computer,” 
Wakkinen said, “and companies 
can issue a questionnaire that 
determines if a user is the age 
they say they are, but there is 
no way to tell for sure is some­
one is lying.”
UM currently has two 
parental systems limiting 
access to on-line pornography, 
but as many as 37 pornograph­
ic web sites are available in 
UM computer labs.
There is no way to limit elec­
tronic pornography originating 
in UM computer labs.
Fall semester enrollment 
was up about 300 students 
over 1994, and many of those 
students are still on campus. 
MSU also this year improved 
its scheduling and fee-paying 
systems, making it easier for 
students to get classes and 
receive financial aid checks. 
MSU’s highest student total 
came in 1983, when 11,447 
registered for fall quarter.
Part of our business is anticipating the future. 
So come talk to us about yours. Find out more 
about a career with Andersen Consultihg.
Worship- 9:15 p.m. at the 
Lifeboat, 532 University, pre­
ceded by bible study at 8:30, 
same place. Lutheran Campus 
Ministry. All are welcome!
Beta Alpha Psi- National 
Accounting Fraternity, 5:15 
p.m. in BA 109.
Lunch with Dean John 
Madden- Davidson Honors 
College Lounge, any 
Wednesday 12-1 p.m. Bring 
your lunch; drinks and cookies 
provided. Topic? Anything you 
want to talk about. Please note 
this is not an accessible loca­
tion. If you have accessibilty 
needs, please call the DHC at 
243-2541.
Alcholics Anonymous- 
Cornerstones Group, 12:10 
p.m., University Center 
Conference Room; Men’s 
Cornerstones Group, 5:30 p.m., 
University Center Montana 
Rooms.
Overeaters AnonymouSr 
12:10 p.m., University Center 
Montana Rooms.
/JU VIa Ia
w
1 1 1
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There must be some way to avoid doing 
the same thing for the next forty years.
You’ll be getting your degree from a top school. And you’re ready to find a great job. 
The question is: which job? And can it interest you for your whole career?
At Andersen Consulting, it’s our job to help clients do what they do. Only better. 
For you, that means opportunity and challenge.
Campus Recreation- “Big 
Walls By The Sea,” a slide pre- 
sentaion on “Blow Me Down” 
wall in Newfoundland by 
Missoula climbers Paul Ryan, 
Craig Comstock and Eric 
Baldwin, 7 p.m., Science ‘ 
Complex Room 131.
Breath’n Easy Group- 8 
p.m., Unity Church, 201 
University Ave.
Noon Brown Bag­
brushes in the Elementary 
Years” Child Care Available, at 
Families First, 407 E. Main. 
Call 721-7690 for more infor­
mation.
Jewish Student Union- 
For more info call 543-9547.
Last Day to Submit a 
Spring Course Request- 
Registration Center, Lodge 
113.
Last Day to Submit Appeal 
for Reinstatement of Finiancal 
Aid, by 5 p.m.
Wesley Foundation 
Supper and Soul University 
Christian Fellowship- SS 
356, 7 p.m. Topic: Plain talk 
about sex.
Rocky Mountain
Ninjutsu- Schrieber 203, 6 
p.m.
Night Registration- 
Registration Center, Lodge 
113, between 6-8 p.m.
Golden College 
Registration- 3-5 p.m., 
Registration Center, Lodge
Andersen 
Consulting
Where we go from here'
"BEST BREAKFASTS IN MONTANA" 
Family Style Chicken Dinner 
3 pieces of freshly prepared chicken, 
mashed potatoes, vegetable and roll $6.95 
Thursday Pasta Specials 
Also serving vegetarian, chicken, 
. beef and pasta specials 
Microbrew Beers
Open daily for breakfast and lunch 
Wednesday — Saturday dinners
222 W. A4a/n 
Downtown 
549-9903
Graduate and Undergraduate Business Majors 
Undergraduate Computer Science and Math Majors 
COME MEET WITH ANDERSEN CONSULTING!
With all that’s going on this month, don’t forget to mark your calendar to meet 
with Andersen Consulting to learn first hand about our challenges and rewards. 
You could soon be joining the Andersen Consulting team!
Information Session
Wednesday,. February 28th
7:00-9:00pm
University Center, Sentinel Room
...in preparation for interviews on
Friday, March 15.
Be sure to bring your resume, transcript and completed Andersen Consulting personal data sheet (available at 
Career Services). The resume cut off date is March 6th at 12:00 noon. Find out more about us on the Internet: 
http://www. ac. com.
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African musician spreads positive vibes
Courtesy photo
Samite of Uganda and his band will be performing a free concert tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in the UC 
Ballroom.
Tar Heel talent shines on soundtrack
Brian Hurlbut
Kaimin Arts Editor
I have never been to Chapel 
Hill, North Carolina. As an 
east coaster, my North 
Carolina experiences have 
been limited to redneck gas 
station attendants encoun­
tered on various Spring Break 
excursions to Florida, and brief 
fits of rage when UNC or Duke 
wins any basketball game 
(especially the national cham­
pionship).
With that out of the way, I 
am pleased to say there just 
may be a reason to stop in 
Chapel Hill the next time I 
pass through the Old North 
state, and that’s the music.
The soundtrack from the 
film “Immortal”(Permanent 
Records) showcases eleven 
Chapel Hill acts. Everything, 
as it says in the liner notes, 
“from lounge music and frat 
bands to indie college hype 
scenester rock.” “Immortal” is 
a 35-mm independent feature 
film written, produced, and 
directed by first-time filmakers 
Walt Bost and Steven D. 
White, in and around Chapel 
Hill. Somehow they’ve man­
aged to corral all of these acts 
onto their soundtrack. Thank 
you, boys.
The only band I know from 
this town is the strange and 
wondrous Archers of Loaf, who 
thankfully don’t appear on this 
record. By thankfully I mean 
that there’s no reason for 
including them, since they’ve 
moved on and would only dis­
tract attention from the excel­
lent acts included in this col­
lection.
If your looking for that per­
fect song to share with some­
one on this Hallmark holiday, 
try Reverb-A-Ray’s 
“Valentine,” and let Jim 
Smith’s crooning voice talk you 
out of buying a box of choco­
lates. To keep the mood going, 
listen to the lounge sounds of 
the Squirrel Nut Zippers’ 
“Danny Diamond.
June turns in a soft and 
flowing “Bees in a Jar,” and 
Capsize 7 rev it up with 
“Column Shifter.” Other artists 
in this most impressive set 
include Psycho Sonic Cindi, 
Dillon Fence, Vertigo Joyride, 
and Flat Duo Jets singer 
Dexter Romweber.
If you’re looking for some 
excellent new music, or you’re 
tired of that Seattle sound, 
check out this soundtrack. 
Then start planning the road 
trip (I hear there’s decent surf, 
too).
“Immortal” is available from 
the good folks at Permanent 
Records, PO Box 628, Chapel 
Hill, N.C. 27514, or call 
(919)932-3512.
Brian Hurlbut
Kaimin Arts Editor
"The most important role 
my music can play is to lift 
people's spirits, to comfort 
those who need comforting and 
to soften those who feel angry 
or violent, helping them to feel 
good about themselves and 
others around them."
-Samite
Campus music lovers are in 
for a rare treat tomorrow night 
when African musician Samite 
returns to Missoula for a free, 
8 p.m. peformance in the UC 
Ballroom.
Samite (pronounced SAH- 
me-tay) is originally from 
Uganda and known throughout 
the world for his kalimba (fin­
ger piano) work with Paul 
Simon, and his own albums 
which showcase his abilities as 
a vocalist and multi-instru­
mentalist. Samite’s most recent 
release, his third in the U.S., is 
entitled “Silina Musango” and 
carries on his tradition of mak­
ing universally accessible 
music with a Ugandan melodic 
and rhythmic feel.
A Samite performance may 
best be described as an engag­
ing musical dialogue between 
performer and audience, as he 
often asks the crowd to sing 
along in his native tongue, 
Luganda. Samite also takes 
the time to explain the 
mechanics of his traditional 
African instruments, truly 
making it a participatory 
affair.
With a growing worldwide 
audience, Samite has had the 
chance to play at major festi­
vals, universities, and arts cen­
ters in the U.S. and abroad. 
The list of venues includes the 
New Orleans Heritage 
Festival, Woostock ‘94, the 
Eastman School of Music, the 
International Peace Festival in 
Berlin, the Brooklyn Academy 
of Music, and a 1994 five-city 
concert tour of Japan.
If you witnessed Samite’s 
performance the last time he 
visited, then you know the pos­
itive energy he transmits 
through his music, and the 
smiles he creates in the faces of 
his audience. This is definitely 
an event not to be missed.
THE NEW Cascade
Country Store in the lodge
TO HELP CELEBRATE THE CHANGES WE’VE MADE 
UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES BRINGS YOU ...
25* medium fountain drinks with any purchase
Prices good through Friday, February 23
Check out all the new stuff
I • 3 membership Options 
1 as low as $29/month
} • "Buddy" Personal
I Training Packages
l • NEW Aerobic Schedule
' and Format
i • 75 Watcr/land Classes
I Weekly
1 • Weight management
i Programs
728-4410
1 
1 
I 
I
I 
I
l
1 
l
I 
I
l
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Another semi-dry Ball Dole faces threats in New Hampshire
▼Friday night an individual 
under the influence of alcohol 
was transported from the 
Foresters’ Ball to the Student 
Health Services by ambulance.
▼Everything from helping 
hands to restrooms to buckets 
was requested
[Police
ers who began 
searching near the footbridge 
for the body of Ryan Cross 
Saturday morning.
▼Workers at UM’S new food 
court prepared sandwiches, cof­
fee, cookies and the like for 
Search and Rescue Workers on 
the scene both Sunday and 
Tuesday.
▼A ride down the slide at the 
Foresters’ Ball Saturday after­
noon resulted in an elbow frac­
ture for one student.
▼Later that day, another 
student who was under the 
influence was taken to his dorm
room.
▼The 8-year-old son of a 
Family Housing resident was 
verbally harrassed by two male 
teenagers at the base of Mt. 
Sentinel. No description of the 
teens was given except that 
“one looked like a 
Blotter pilgrim.”The 
child stated they 
were drinking from a bottle and 
“one had a gun tucked in his 
pants.” They drove off in a blue 
Volkswagen van.
▼A person was caught 
Sunday attempting to break 
into cars in lot H using a 
coathanger. The person was 
cited and transported to the city 
jail.
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — 
Iowa sent Bob Dole to New 
Hampshire as a teetering 
front-runner in a dramatically 
refigured Republican presiden­
tial raee. With Pat Buchanan 
and Lamar Alexander the new 
threats to topple him, Dole 
sought refuge in New 
Hampshire’s version of the ide­
ological center.
The stakes in the week 
to come couldn’t be higher for 
Dole.
After a weak win in 
Iowa, where he was heavily 
favored, most Republicans not 
involved in the race said Dole 
still was best positioned to win 
the nomination. But many 
were hedging their bets.
To those holding this 
view, Buchanan is too flawed, 
and controversial, a candidate 
to win the nomination. And 
despite a boost from his third- 
place Iowa showing, Alexander 
is short of money and has little 
organization beyond New 
Hampshire, meaning he proba­
bly gets one shot at Dole.
“Whoever wins next 
Tuesday in New Hampshire 
will probably be the 
Republican nominee to run 
against President Clinton,” 
Dole said.
That line will come 
back to haunt the Senate 
majority leader if he loses 
here, but Dole would be hard 
pressed to survive a New 
Hampshire defeat anyway.
As Dole and his top 
challengers reworked their 
strategies, they had to take 
into account the uncertainty 
surrounding two other candi­
dates: Texas Sen. Phil Gramm ' 
and publishing heir Steve 
Forbes.
Gramm pulled the 
plug on his New Hampshire 
campaign day and headed 
back to Washington to decide 
whether to quit the race or 
head for South Carolina in 
hopes Dole is defeated here 
and the race thrown into tur­
moil.
MORTARBOARD
A National Senior 
Honor Society Is Now 
Accepting Applications 
for Membership 
Requirements:
•Senior Standing 1996-97 
•3.0 cumulative GPA 
•Personal Statement 
•Letters of .Recommendation
Deadline: February 23
■ at 5:00 p.m.
Turn In Applications 
To The UC Info Desk
Applications available al the UC 
Information Desk
EUROPE
HOH LOW CDIVOII00!
LONDON $299
PARIS $329
AMSTERDAM $329 
FRRNHFURT $335 
ROME $385
Files ire from Missoula, each way based on a II 
purchase. Flies do not include federal taxes and passenger 
facilities charges, which can total between $13.95 and $ 31.95, 
depending on Itie destination, nor do they include departure 
charges paid directly to to foreign governments, which can 
total between $3.00 and $60.00 Int I Student 10 may be re- 
quued Fites are suject li change. Restrictions apply.
For the best sex, 
slip on one of these.
According to recent statistics, married people experience the greatest quality and quantity 
. of sex (“Sex in America,” TIME, Oct. 17, 1994). That should come as no surprise— 
God created sex to be most enjoyable within a committed, marriage relationship. 
If you want the best for your future, why settle for second best today?
Because love, sex and relationships are so central to our lives, 
were offering a great booklet on these important topics. 
Just call 1-800-236-9238 for your free copy..
|Council|
Real love. Don’t settle for anything less.
1-800-236-9238CIEE: Council on International 
Educational Exchange
On the Web. http://www.ciee org/cts/ctshome.htm
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Monica Paoli, director of the UM Capital Campaign, says the campaign has recieved $35 million of the 
$40 million donation goal, including almost all of the money to fund the new Business Building.
UM raises $35 million 
in Capital Campaign
Sonja Lee
Kaimin Reporter
UM will have more money to 
dish out for construction pro­
jects and scholarships thanks to 
$35 million in donations the uni­
versity has collected over the 
past four years.
Donations from UM alumni 
and friends have generated $4.5 
million for scholarships and are 
supporting current projects like 
construction of the Gallagher 
Business Building.
Last year donations added 
about $850,000 to the general 
scholarship fund, said Monica 
Paoli, campaign fund director.
The Capital Campaign also 
gives money to areas such as 
hiring new faculty and funds 
projects like construction of the 
Davidson Honors College.
In 1990 the UM Foundation 
designed a list.of priority needs 
to be funded through a Capital 
Campaign, which formally 
kicked off in 1993, Paoli said.
The campaign focuses on 
gathering contributions of 
$10,000 or more, she said, and 
donations can be pledged over a 
five-year period.
The Excellence Fund, which 
is an ongoing donation program 
at UM, has also added to the 
total through phone-a-thons, 
Blaylock backs higher education
direct mail and business solici­
tations. Donations to the 
Excellence fund range between 
$25 and $1,000.
Contributors get to choose 
where their money goes, she 
said, so some campaign priori­
ties receive more support than 
others.
Paoli said the general schol­
arship fund is one of the most 
popular areas to give money. 
Only $1 million was listed as a 
priority need for general schol­
arships, she said, but close to 
$4.2 million has already been 
donated.
But all $4.2 million doesn’t go 
directly to the scholarship fund, 
she said. Donations are placed 
in a permanent account, and 
interest from the donation goes 
to the scholarship fund. Part of 
the interest is reinvested to cre­
ate more revenue for the coming 
year, Paoli said.
“The donation can then gen­
erate money for all eternity.”
Donations are lower for capi­
tal improvements and program 
enhancement needs, she said. 
But the campaign is close to its 
targets for most priorities.
“But real close to us is within 
$500,000,” she said.
The current campaign will be 
finished in July 1997.
Speakers discuss affordable education
Jason Kozleski
Kaimin Reporter
The financial future of higher 
education in Montana will be 
difficult, speakers at 
Legislatures* Day on Feb. 8 
agreed, but planning for it 
might be harder. The ten speak­
ers had varying definitions of an 
affordable education and what 
the mission of the university 
should be.
“We’re forced to change the 
system,” said Jim Kaze, the 
chair of the Montana Board of 
Regents. “And we need to define 
where we’re going before we can 
change it.”
Kaze was one of ten speakers 
at the Legislators’ Day 
Conference sponsored by ASUM. 
Other speakers included Jeff 
Baker, of the Montana 
Commission of Higher 
Education, John Mercer, 
Speaker of the Montana House 
of Representatives and Chet 
Blaylock, the Democratic candi­
date for senator.
If trends continue, tuition 
could account for 20 percent of a 
Montanan’s income by 2010, 
compared to 8 percent now. 
Montana pays more for educa­
tion than it ever has, but it has­
n’t kept pace with rising costs, 
Mercer said.
Proposals to decrease the 
number of credit hours needed 
for a degree and the 144-credit 
state subsidy cap are. both 
aimed at affordability.
Affordability is providing a 
quality education at a fair price. 
It’s difficult to pin down because 
the ideas are defined “in the eye 
of the beholder” according to 
Dave Forbes, dean of the School 
of Pharmacy and Allied Health 
Services. In addition, he said, no 
program will say they can main­
tain a quality education with 
less money, and the legislature 
won’t say they can give more.
Suggestions for maintaining 
an affordable education ranged 
from computer classrooms to 
keeping the system as it is. Kaze 
said that on-line services can 
offer quality education if it can 
teach a marketable skill.
“Affordability is if it gives an 
education at 120 credits,” Kaze 
said. “It’s not affordable if stu­
dents take a class and it doesn’t 
have practicality in the real 
world.”
Others stressed that comput­
er alternatives could save 
money, but it’s important to 
keep the teacher-student rela­
tionship.
“Technology needs guidance,” 
said Hayden Ausland, an associ­
ate professor of classics. 
“Students will pay their tuition 
and four years later be in a cave 
of ignorance.”
With different opinions of the 
university’s purpose, UM is 
experiencing what Forbes calls 
“mission shift.” The school is 
trying to be accountable to 
everyone from students to 
employers, he said. The result 
being that the university isn’t 
learning how to give the highest 
quality education, he said.
“There’s lots of change taking 
place,” Forbes said. “There’s no 
reason to think that the univer­
sity system won’t,”
While administrators spoke, 
less than 20 students showed up 
to voice their concerns.
ASUM Senator and organizer 
of Legislator’s Day Jennifer 
Henry said she was disappoint­
ed because serious issues were 
being discussed by policy mak­
ers who usually don’t have the 
time to listen to students. The 
event was planned to give atten­
tion to student comment.
Montana can’t ensure quality 
education at the same time it’s 
cutting taxes, Democratic guber­
natorial candidate Chet 
Blaylock said Feb. 8 at UM.
Tax cuts that began in the 
1980s have cost the state $550 
million, he said, forcing schools 
to rely on local property taxes 
and higher tuition in order to 
educate students.
Blaylock spoke at Friday’s 
Legislators’ Day as a stop on his 
campaign tour. Ten speakers 
talked about the financial future 
of higher education in Montana.
While Blaylock doesn’t 
endorse higher taxes, he said he 
would work to ensure more 
money for higher education if 
elected.
“Taxes paid for my education 
at UM,” he said, “and I want to 
guarantee the same for the next 
generation.”
With 20 years of experience 
in the Montana Senate, 
Blaylock is no stranger to poli­
tics. This year he’ll be competing 
with UM law professor Rob 
Natelson and incumbent Gov. 
Marc Racicot, who has one of 
the highest approval ratings 
ever for a Montana governor.
Blaylock said he looks to an 
obscure governor from Arkansas 
for inspiration who started his 
presidential campaign when for­
mer President George Bush had 
a 91% approval rating.
“I didn’t enter this race to 
lose,” he said. “I’m running 
because no one was stepping for­
ward to tackle the issues facing 
Montana.”
In addition to a strong educa­
tional stance, Blaylock hopes to 
battle Rocicot’s high approval 
rating with commitments to 
ensuring environmental protec­
tion, raising the minimum wage 
and expanding health care for 
poor children.
Blaylock thinks Racicot is 
vulnerable because he turned 
back $6.5 million of federal aid 
for education and because he 
passed two bills that decreased 
water quality standards.
Racicot questioned the alle­
gations’saying he included fed­
eral school aid in his budget. 
Blaylock’s running mate co­
sponsored the water bill that 
has been criticized.
Blaylock said once the voter’s 
hear both sides of the issues he’s 
optimistic they’ll look past 
Racicot’s popularity.
But the Democratic candi­
date sai d he’s fighting more 
than just high ratings.
“He has hair,” he said, “and I 
don’t.”
The last day for textbook refunds...
Remember that a 
receipt for the 
book and a photo 
I.D. are required.
LIKE NO OTHER STORE IN MONTANA!
UNIVERSITY CENTER 
HOURS: M-E..8to6 • Sat...lOte«
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Lady Griz signings, UM recruits keep rolling in
Thomas Mullen
Kaimin Sports Editor
Volleyball
The UM women’s volleyball 
program has signed Sarah 
Parsons, a 5-foot-ll middle 
blocker, to a National Letter of 
Intent, announced UM Head 
Coach Dick Scott.
Parsons, from El Dorado 
High School in Placerville, 
Calif., led the Cougars to a 34- 
4 record en route to a third- 
place finish in the California 
Division II state tournament 
last fall. She was the team’s 
Most Valuable Player and the 
co-MVP of the Sierra Foothill 
League along with teammate 
Aubrey Eubanks. Scott said in 
a release that Parsons could be 
expected to step in and play for 
the Lady Griz next year.
“She has great size and a 
ton of club experience,” Scott 
said. “She, at one time, had a 
run of 14 points off her jump 
se,rve to win a game all on her
A three-year starter at El 
Dorado, Parsons averaged 13.5 
kills, 10 blocks and five aces 
per game as a senior.
Parsons played club ball for 
the Gold Trail team of the Nev- 
Cal 18-and-under group.
Soccer
The UM women’s soccer 
team has signed four women to 
National Letters of Intent, 
including a Missoula native 
and a transfer from NCAA 
Division I National Champion 
Notre Dame, announced UM 
Head Coach Betsy Duerksen.
Joining the UM soccer team 
next season are Natalie Hiller 
from Big Sky High School in
Missoula; Margo Tufts from 
Seattle, Wash.; Dana Kimble 
from Woodinville, Wash.; and 
Christina Russell from Sagle, 
Idaho.
• A two-time All-State selec­
tion, Natalie Hiller led the Big 
Sky Eagles to two consecutive 
Montana state championships 
and was also a standout on the 
Missoula Strikers, the top club 
team in Montana in 1994. 
Hiller maintains a 3.97 grade­
point average and her brother, 
Patrick, is a javelin thrower on 
the Grizzly track team.
Duerksen quote: “The thing 
that stands out in my mind 
(about Hiller) is when our uni­
versity team played the 
Olympic Development 
Program Team last spring, and 
she had the most spectacular 
game I’ve ever seen a goal­
keeper play. That game con­
vinced me that we wanted her 
to be a Grizzly.”
• Margo Tufts comes to
Montana from 1995 NCAA 
Division I national champion 
Notre Dame. A native of 
Seattle, she was a.four-time 
all-Metro league selection at 
Garfield High School. She also 
competed for the Washington 
state ODP team for five sea­
sons. She saw time in six 
matches at Notre Dame. • 
Duerksen quote: “We’re 
really excited about the experi­
ence that Margo brings, com­
ing from national champion 
Notre Dame. In addition, she 
transferred at the semester 
break, so it’s really nice that 
she’ll be able to train with us 
during the spring.”
• Dana Kimble played only 
one year for her high school 
team, but has been a member 
of the Washington Soccer Club 
in Seattle for five years. This 
spring, she will be going to 
Europe with the West Regional 
Olympic Development team.
Duerksen quote: “Dana is
incredibly motivated. She will 
come in with great experience 
for such a young player. With 
her ODP team travelling to 
Europe, she’ll learn a lot and 
will be able to bring that 
knowledge to our team next 
fall”
• Christina Russell comes 
from Sandpoint, Idaho, where 
she led the Bulldogs to the 
1992 and 1995 state tourna­
ment. A three-year team cap­
tain, she was voted MVP in 
1994. She played club ball for 
12 years and was named Best 
Offensive Player at the 
Northwest Soccer Camp Elite 
Week.
Duerksen quote: “What 
impresses me about her is that 
she is very fluid and creative 
with the ball. I anticipate that 
she’ll resemble (UM midfield­
er) Sheralyn Fowler after a 
couple years of the collegiate 
experience.”
Weekend in Review ci zj
Briab Crosby
Kaimin Sports Reporter
Track and Field
The University of Montana 
track team got their first taste 
of competition against arch­
rival Montana State, while a 
few team members endured 
longer weekends.
Junior Cathy Schwend 
enjoyed probably the biggest 
weekend, winning the pen­
tathlon at the Mountain State 
Games in Pocatello, Idaho on 
Friday, and winning two events 
Sunday at the Montana State 
Triangular meet. Schwend 
scored 3,801 points to win the 
pentathlon, while Junior Angie 
Remmington finished sixth.
On Sunday, Schwend won 
the 55-meter hurdles and long 
jump in Bozeman. UM junior 
Brenda Naber won the high 
jump by clearing 5-6, and fresh­
man Brooke Stinson tied for 
first place in the 200-meter
dash with a time of 25.80. In 
the 400-meter dash, senior 
Nikki Trains earned second 
place, while triple jumpers Lisa 
Oyen and Heather Tweet fin­
ished second and third.
For the men, UM sophomore 
Troy McDonough finished third 
in the pentathlon at the 
Mountain State Games, while 
teammate Dave Macaluso 
ended up eleventh. In 
Bozeman, McDonough won the 
55-meter hurdles, took second 
in the long jump, and third in 
the shot put. Todd Hering led a 
Grizzly 1-2-3 finish in the 55- 
meter dash. Dave Kolle, who 
also won the 200, was second, 
and Santee Gladeau was third.
Tennis
Losing the season opener to 
your arch-rival probably doesn’t 
constitute a great start, but 
despite a loss to Montana 
State, the Griz tennis teams 
saw a lot of good over the week­
end.
The University of Montana 
tennis team was defeated by 
the Montana State Bobcats this 
past Saturday at the Missoula 
Athletic Club. The men’s team 
fell 6-1 to the ‘Cats, with the 
Griz’s lone point coming from 
junior Thomas Gonci and his 6- 
3, 6-4 singles victory.
The Lady Griz lost 6-3 to the 
Bobcats, despite freshman 
Vanessa Castellano’s effort. 
Castellano, who is 27th in the 
latest Rolex Collegiate 
Rankings, won her singles 
match 6-4, 6-1. Castellano, 
teaming with sophomore 
Lauren Leger won another 
point in doubles. Nikki 
Jennings and Jennifer Morrell 
claimed the third Griz victory, 
by winning their doubles match 
6-4, 7-5.
Next weekend the men trav­
el to Eastern Washington to 
take on the Eagles in Cheney, 
while the women have the 
weekend off.
F WANTED:
People with sports and/or 
recreational activities who
would be willing to have 
their hobby splashed across 
the pages of the Kaimin. 
Activity must be non-toxic 
and mostly legal, though 
the one with the most blood 
will usually get priority. 
Contact the Kaimin sports 
editor at 243-4310.
K A
t 4
Join Dean John Madden for an 
informal brown-bag lunch
Any Wednesday, 12-1, Honors 
College Lounge, UH 303
Topics:
•Anything you want to talk about 
•Courses _/ZJJ
•Lifeplans '
•The Honors College 
•Your Pet Frog
Bring your lunch; drinks and cookies provided
Please note: This is not an accessible location. If you have 
accessibility needs, please call the DHC x2541
Gr d w d pewtwg!
ABC's to Flovehs, 
Balloons, Party's ETC.
I dozen roses arranged — $53.00
I dozen carnations — TgLaw
Balloon Bouquets:
I mylar - 6 laR^^^.50 - *
Fresh flower bouquets — $4.50 up
|> J Candy, stuffed animals and more... 
a- o Delivery Available
station South Ave. W.
Griz Card 20% off with ID 
Open 9-6 h, 728-5912 
Southgate 2309 Ghant St. (oee South Ave.
Mal1 Vjiiom the Mall) 
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This week’s warm 
weather brought a slow 
death to a once healthy 
snow couple.
kiosk
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for 
advertisements which are placed in the 
Classified section. We urge all readers to 
use their best judgement and investigate 
fully any offers of employment, 
investment or related topics before paying 
out any money.
Massage classes begin March 1. 8
instructors Swedish, Reiki, Accupressure, 
TaiChi, Yoga, more. Starfire Massage 
School 721-7519
Work-Study position as childcare aide. 
Monday-Friday, 9 am to 12:45 pm. Close 
to campus. $5/hr. Experience preferred. 
Call 549-8017 days, 549-7476 evenings.
LOST AND FOUND
Found: Watch in Journalism computer 
lab. Come to Journalism 206 to I.D.
Edu-Care Centers full and part-time 
childcare. Infants, preschool and school 
age programs. Close to campus. Call 
542-0552 days, 549-7476 
evenings/weekends.
Housekeeping about one day per week. 
Must have transportation. 543-3008.
Escape the inversion: Professor needs 
babysitter for 2 kids (4&7). 543-3008.
AUTOMOTIVE TYPING
Lost: Brown leather wallet with lots of 
important documents. Ainhoa 243-1348
Computer Repair
Most makes. & models 
UC Computers
- 243-4921
Paleontology Research Clerical Assistant 
with ongoing project. Computer skills 
needed. Work-Study only. $5/hr. 243- 
5693. (2-14-2)
1983 VW Rabbit funs great, new battery, 
ski rack, 30 mpg. Call 543-0962. $700 
OBO.
FAST, ACCURATE. Verna Brown. 
543-3782.
1993 Grand Cherokee 4WD; 56K, Air. 
auto, cassette; $ 16,500. 542-8651.
FORMS/RESUMES/WORDPERFECT
BERTA 251-4125
COMPUTERS
VALENTINES
Found: Textbook titled “Wildlife
Ecology and Management" in HS 114 on 
afternoon of Feb. 2. Come to Rankin Hall 
105 to claim. x6273.
HELP WANTED
PERSONALS
Applications, for MMUN co-director are 
available in LA 101. Questions, call Andy 
at 549-5893.
Sales Representative needed for local 
company. 20/hrs week. Deadline 2/16. 
Interviews 2/20. Come to Co-op 
Education, Lodge 162, to sign up for 
interview and to get more information.
Your SOURCE for the latest in 
computers and associated technology, 
UC Computers 
243-4921
Part of the UC Bookstore family
VVVVVVWVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV
Who’s the man? Roses are red. Violets 
are blue. Can I dance naked to “Jukebox 
Hero” with you? Mee Jo.
Weekend CABIN Rentals. 721-1880, 
$20 and up.
Wanted 100 Students to lose 8-100 lbs. 
New Metabolism breakthrough! 
Guaranteed Results. $29.95. 1-800-600- 
7389.
Women’s dream group. This group for 
women will look at; interpret one’s 
dreams; using them as a mirror for self­
reflection Mondays 2:10-3:30. Call 
Counseling and Psychological’Service 
-.243-4711.
Exclusive manufacturer of outdoor 
.recreational product-hassummer and fall 
positions available for hard-working 
individuals with construction ability. 
Teams of two required. High earnings 
potential. Includes extensive travel 
throughout Northeast and Midwest to 
beautiful club and residential settings. An 
texyi(ing and unique opportunity for 
responsible ambitious workers. Send 
’ resumes to: RJR Ranch, P.O Box 117, 
Eureka. MT59917 dr call 1-800-950- 
-5049.
Sales and Marketing Intern. 20/40. 
hours/week. Spring, summer and fall 
semesters. Missoula based logistics firm: 
Possible full-time employment up’on 
completion for more information come to 
Co-op Education, Lodge 162: deadline 
ASAP.
CD-ROM game “Hell” S40.00/OBO. 
Evenings 542-6224/'
WANTED TO BUY
TIMMIT 
SA-GA-POE
Housekeeping approx 6 hours/week. Day 
and hours flex. ’Send resume to Box 2867, 
Missoula MT59806. .1 . ;
Levi 501’s any condition, any color.- 
Paying top prices. Call for details. Mr. 
Higgins 11-5:30,721-6446.
Cash forwildlife photos 777*5057..
'Quality massages by our students. Only
;S2Q‘an hour. Gift certificates available 
Siarfire Massage School 721-7519.
Volunteer lL|tors/mcntors/advocates 
needed for various ages in Missoula. Call 
-.Volunteer Action Services. 243-4442.
Lamoure. Te’ Amo. I Love You, 
ECCENTRICS. 114 E. Main.
Wilderness Trip Leader & Counselor 
Two small' northern’■Minnesota children’s 
camps'’* seek college ' students with, 
experience to counsel and lead-tfips. 
Skills in canoeing, fishing, rock climbing* 
back-packing or mountain- biking 
desirable. Red Cross First Aid, CPR and 
aquatic certifications are required. 
Employment June 6. to Aug 10. Room, 
board; flhd seasonal salary. For- an 
application call Birchwood and Gunflint 
1-800-451-5270.
LIVE-IN NANNY for twin 10-y.r-old 
girls. Must be non-smoking, have reliable 
transportation and references.- Full-time 
June thru Aug.; part-time Sept, thru May 
(4-8 pm.Mon-Eri). Cap be flexible with 
school schedule. Light housetapepj.ng. 
some cooking. Salary plus room and, 
board (private quarters), other Benefits. 
Send resumes to Twins. P.O. Box- 2867; 
Missoula, MT 59806. ’, • ■
CLOTHING
Mr. Higgins 50% off every day in 
February. -- Lots of stuff, including 
costumes. 721-6446.
., , . United Colors of Benetton
“VALENTINES SPiECiAL”
any pink-of red item- 50% off' thru Feb. 
14th. ISO N. Higgins-549-0747.. 
Downtown Missoula.
“Oh wonderful son, that can so astonish a 
mother!”-William*Shakespeiire. ’Happy 
2nd; birthday Teaque. and (Happy 
Valentines Day! Love Mom.'.
Matthew you are my special valentine, 1 
love’you. Brigitta.
Bethany, yoM’-re StiH'Hhe rndst- in 
something bigger than ther world-and I’m 
still Brian.
28% COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE IN 
ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIPS—IS 
YOUR RELATIONSHIP ABUSIVE? 
SARS can helpp-safe^ confidential 
support, information. andTesources. Call 
the Sexual Assauli Recovery Services at 
243-6559 (24 hours); walk-in hours 10-5 
weekdays. SARS is. a program of the 
SHS.
The deadline for applying for a summer 
internship with MT Fish, Wildlife, and 
Parks is 2/16. Bring your resume and 
cover letter to Co-op-Education.
MontPIRG Interns Needed!
Earn 1-12 credits working for positive 
social change. Internship opportunities on 
tb^^consum&r. Jiotline^. dealing, tyith 
tpnant/landlord conflicts, enviro issues, 
ajid gov’t reform. Training provided. Call 
Chris 243-2908. ;
MISCELLANEOUS
Raise sss. the citibank 
fundraiser is here to help 
YOU! FAST, EASY. NO RISK OR 
FINANCIAL OBLIGATION. GREEKS. 
GROUPS, CLUBS. MOTIVATED 
INDIVIDUALS, CALL NOW. RAISE 
SSOO IN ONLY ONE WEEK. 1-800-862- 
1982. EXT. 33.
Rewarding, exciting summer-for 
sophomore and older college students­
camp counselor positions available in the 
Colorado Rockies. Backpacking, Western 
riding, water activities, natural science 
and many outdoor programs. Write: 
Sanborn Western Camps, P.O. Box 167. 
Florissant, CO 80816
NEED SPRING BREAK MONEY? 
Make $75 to $l500Zweek stuffing 
envelopes from home. GUARANTEED! 
Send long SASE for free information to: 
N.H.M.N.C. 4195 Chino Hills Parkway 
#391, Chino Hills. CA 91709
JFRJEE FI^A.NCIAL AID!__Qver,$6 
Billion in public and private sector grants 
& scholarships is now available. All 
students arc eligible regardless oLgrades,’ 
income or parent’s income. Let us help. 
Call Student Financial Services: -800-. 
263-649^6X1,^569^
Head of lettuce. •
Roses are red, Violets'are plud/ r love 
everything about you- -right' dowri-to^ofir
Love Pest.
Eleu Kane:, you’re the best thing out of. 
Hawaii since sliced pineapples,; Sincere
SERVICES
Presenters needed for Coop Ed and 
Career Sen ices outreach program. 1-3 
hours per month (volunteer). Build 
presentation skills. Possible credit for 
Communication Studies majors. Contact 
Eric R. Smith at 243-4613; Lodge 162.
FOR SALE
Affordable used furniture, desks, beds, 
couches, etc. Household stuff. Third 
Street Curiosity Shop. 2601 South Third 
West. 542-0097. We,buy furniture, too.
Futon and sofa/bed, wooden futon frame. 
543-3008.
College
Recorded
528-1289 <
Scholarships Available
I messages gives details 1-800-
► ext. 112
Professional sewing and alterations,
-^9-6184 ar 549-7780..
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK, 
MONTANA. Come have the best 
summer of your life. St. Mary Lodge & 
Resort, Glacier Park’s finest, now hiring 
for the 1996 summer season. Call 1-800- 
368-3689 for an application. Don’t pass 
up the opportunity of a lifetiijK-vi
1983 Nissan Sentra Station Wagon. 
White 5-speed runs great! Well 
maintained. $950. Call 543-4217.
Valentines Day! Romance Version of 
Magnetic Poetry Kits, Aromatherapy/ 
Massage Oils, Love Gifts, Cards. 
ECCENTRICS, 114 E. Main.
'Boss, Happy Anti-Valentines-Pay!
ORGANIZATIONS
I saw you on the #7 bus last Tuesday 
wearing a black jacket. We sai.d goodbye, 
can we say hello? Please reply via the 
personals. Happy Valentines Day.
U of M Lambda Alliance 
Gay/Les/Bi/Transgender support, action 
and education. Meeting 8 pm Thursday— 
UC Montana rooms. Safe space.
Kathleen Jones A special friend sending 
you thoughts of love today and always. 
Happy Valentines Day.
UM Water Polo Club. Saturdays 5-6:30 . Got 
pm. Griz Pool. plac
50% OFF CARLO’S
CARLO’S 50% OFF ALL
FEBRUARY. MON-SAT 11-5:30
SUNDAY 12-5. 543-6350
Whenever you're out of my sight baby. I 
go out of my mind. Please forgive me. 
•Sip^Bly^O. fc
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UM student 
featured in 
rack climbing 
documentary
Karen Chavez 
Kaimin Reporter
Paul Ryan likes hanging 
out. Or rather, hanging on, to 
sheer rock faces.
He’s a climber from the 
East who relocated to 
Montana for its rock and its 
relative obscurity. “Missoula 
isn’t known for it, but there’s 
an overabundance of rock,” 
said Ryan. It’s also an ideal 
location since he enjoys 
climbing for its solitude, 
Ryan said.
Last September Ryan and 
two friends, Craig Comstock, 
a UM student, and Eric 
Baldwin, ventured to a loca­
tion more remote than 
Missoula, the south coast of 
Newfoundland in eastern 
Canada. There they attempt­
ed a challenging climb, and 
were part of the first group to 
ever ascend certain routes of
a 1,400-foot rock called Blow
Me Down Wall.
“It’s the most adventure 
I’ve gotten into in my life,” 
Comstock said.
The group’s travels and 
ascent of the cliff, which got 
its name from frequent hurri­
cane-force winds, will be the 
subject of a slide show and 
lecture sponsored by the UM 
Campus Recreation Outdoor 
Program today at 7:00 p.m. in 
the Science Complex, Room 
131. Admission is free.
Ryan said that there will 
be a lot of scenic, climbing 
photos, but the sport isn’t 
about breathtaking views, it’s 
about “the route, in and of 
itself.”
Rock climbing is a techni­
cally and physically demand­
ing sport that evolved from 
hiking and mountaineering 
steeper and steeper terrain, 
“until it reached a point 
where it would be nice to be 
attached to a rope,” Ryan 
said.
Aid climbing is the use of a 
rope and protection, a type of 
climbing equipment that is 
placed in cracks in the rock to
advance upward. Using just 
the strength of your hands 
and feet to climb up a rock is
fnELKTRONIC 1040 EZ 
UTAX FILING ONLY $24.95
$CASH$ IN A TLASU
Why wait for your tax refund?
928 E. Broadway 
1916 Brooks 
Northgate Plaza 
2120 S. Reserve
called free climbing. Ryan 
said his group used a combi­
nation of the two methods to 
climb the wall.
The rock face juts into 
Devil Bay near Francois, a 
tiny fishing village of 162 
people that can only be 
reached by boat. The rock is a 
difficult climb because of its 
pitch, or steepness, its height 
and the lack of features on 
the rock face, such as cracks 
and ledges.
The three scaled the wall 
by placing their hands and 
feet in cracks and hoisting 
themselves, and their gear, 
1lA Call the 1R9 
a^J real /W.
Introducing TeleFile from the IRS. If you are single and filed 
Form 1040EZ last year, you can file your tax return in ten minutes 
by phone. Anytime. Check your tax booklet for information.
fSj Department of the Treasury ■■■
Internal Revenue Service ■■■ llw
Changing for good. It’s free. It’s fast It works.
Center For the
ROCKV____________February 15
Mountain Tius?AY. _ . . 8:00 pmWest
Annual Native American Lectureship 
presented in conjunction with
The University of Montana Charter Day Celebration
T a h Nepal
Join Nepali grad student Tee B. Gurung for 
' A 21—DAY TRIP TO NEPAL IN MAY THAT 
INCLUDES A 10—DAY TREE TO THE ANNAPUItNA 
CAMP AND THE HMTORIC AND CULTURAL 
" VONDERS OF KATHMANDU. CoSTt $2,850 
Meet Ter and learn about the trip 
at 7:80 p.m. Thursday. Feb.-it.
in Room 254 Of the Social Sciences Building. 
Or call Michael at 721—8832. c
JUSTICE IN INDIAN COUNTRY 
a lecture by 
Herbert A. Becker 
Director, Office of Indian Justice 
Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.
location • UM Law School • Rm. 204
Women who have experienced 
fRAPE and/or SEXUAL ASSAULT:
> We can offer a Safe Place to further
or begin your healing process.
' The SEXUAL ASSAULT RECOVERY SERVICES (SARS) 
is offering a SUPPORT GROUP for student survivors 
beginning Monday, Feb. 26, from 7:109:10 pm..
If you are interested, please call: 243-6559
SARS is a program of the Student Health Services.
up one careful step at a time. 
Some routes took the 
climbers several days to 
ascend.
When it was time to quit 
for the night, they pulled out 
port-a-ledges and slept on the 
rock face, hundreds of feet 
above the ocean, as waves 
crashed below. A port-a-ledge 
is akin to a hammock, sus­
pended by protection stuck 
into rock cracks, instead of 
trees.
Ryan said, “it’s a pretty 
silly thing to be doing,” since 
you can actually walk around 
the mountain much faster 
than you can climb it.
Comstock said, “it’s much 
safer than driving down 
Highway 93.”
A documentary of their 
trip will be released some­
time this summer. It will illu­
minate the plight of Francois 
UTU
General Faculty Meeting
***
Thursday - February 15 
4:00 PM
Social Science 352
***
Contract Implementation
Issues
since a moratorium was 
placed on cod fishing, the 
town’s economic base. An 
alternative means for the 
survival of Francois might be 
tourism and the attraction of 
more rock climbers, Ryan 
said.
